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    10 R = 70 : REM RADIUS 
    20 HGR2 : REM 280x192 hi-res mode  
    30 HCOLOR = 3 : REM set color to white 
    40 LET SX = INT (280/2)-0.5 : REM screen center coordinate X 
    50 LET SY = INT (192/2)-0.5 : REM screen center coordinate Y 
    55 HPLOT SX, SY + R : REM first point to draw 
    60 FOR X = 0 TO R 
    70 LET Y = SQR (R*R-X*X) 
    80 HPLOT TO SX + X,SY + Y : REM draws a line from the previous point 
    90 NEXT 
    100 END



Function Mouse_Init( VAR NumButtons : Byte ) : Boolean; 
    Var 
        InstallStatus  : Integer; 
        TempNumButton  : Integer; 
    Begin 
        Asm 
            MOV AX, 0000H 
            INT 33H 
            MOV [InstallStatus], AX 
            MOV [TempNumButton], BX 
        End; 
        NumButtons := TempNumButton; 
        if InstallStatus = -1 then Mouse_Init:=True 
        else Mouse_Init:=False; 
    End;



    unit MouseDriver; 
    interface 
        // here comes stuff that the unit publicly offers 
    implementation 
        // here comes the implementation of offered stuff and 
        // optionally internal stuff (only known in the unit) 
    end.



The cost of DRYing the code



All problems in computer science can be 
solved by another level of indirection  

… 
except for the problem of too many layers 

of indirection.



import functionality "turnTheCoffeMachineOn" 
import functionality "checkCoffeeLevel" 
import functionality "addCoffe" 
import functionality "checkWaterLevel" 
import functionality "addWater" 
import functionality "isCoffeMachineReady" 
import functionality "makeCoffee" 

functionality MakeMeCoffee () { 
    if (checkCoffeeLevel() < LOW) addCoffee(); 
    if (checkWaterLevel() < LOW) addWater(); 
    turnTheCoffeMachineOn(); 
    while (!isCoffeMachineReady()) { 
        // do something else or wait 
    } 
    makeCoffee(); 
}



WYSINWYG Dependencies

cleanCoffeMachine?  replacePartX?  WaterTank.checkWaterLevel?  CoffeeMachineVendor?  CablesVendor?  PipesVendor?



From application developers (consumer) 
perspective it is best to be able to only 
depend on the functionalities that the 
application uses. From library vendors 

(producer) perspective this is 
unmaintainable approach



- methods provide the functionalities 
- classes are collections of methods 
- jar files are collections of classes 
- applications are collections of jar files



- methods provide the functionalities 
- classes are collections of methods 
- packages are collections of classes 
- jar files are collections of packages 
- applications are collections of jar files



Grouping functionalities in Java

The meaning of meaningful!
my.company.coffeemachines 
my.company.watertanks 
...

my.company.modelXYZ.usecases.homeuser 
my.company.modelXYZ.usecases.technician 
...

vs



dependencies between packages make much 
more sense than dependencies between jar 

files



Modules



Module's meta information is where you 
define your dependencies  

(ideally between packages)



Module systems



In a sense, module systems are your last 
and most reliable layer of integration 

tests!



https://github.com/azzazzel/jpms_viz 

https://github.com/azzazzel/osgi_viz

https://github.com/azzazzel/jpms_viz
https://github.com/azzazzel/osgi_viz


Versioning

Versioning JAR files does not tell what packages inside that JAR file have changed.



versions should be declared in the 
module's meta data and not in some 

external place!



Semantic versioning

2016.03 vs. 2016.09  



- 4 parts: major.minor.micro.qualifier 
  - major - breaking change 
  - minor - backward compatible changes 
  - micro - bug fix (no API changes) 
  - qualifier - new build (optional)



Compile time vs. runtime



compile against an API, run with any 
compatible implementation of that API



Consumers and providers

Logger vs. Task 



minor version update to indicate the 
change is NOT breaking for the consumers 

major version update to indicate the 
change breaks everyone



Version ranges



some.great.api contains Provider Types 
and my.great.module implements or 

extends its types! 

 my.great.module can work with any 
version of some.great.api  

form 1.0.0 included to 1.1.0 excluded. 



some.great.api contains Provider Types 
and my.great.module only uses its types! 

 my.great.module can work with any 
version of some.great.api  

form 1.0.0 included to 2.0.0 excluded. 



some.great.api contains only Consumer 
Types and my.great.module uses its types 

in whatever way! 

 my.great.module can work with any 
version of some.great.api  

form 1.0.0 included to 2.0.0 excluded. 



OSGi



When correct information is provided via  
@Version, @Export, 

@ProviderType,  @ConsumerType 
annotations, Bnd can automatically 
generate exports and imports with 

correct version ranges.



Bnd baselining feature 
can compare a module with the previous 

release (the baseline), to find mistakes in 
the semantic versioning.



And more 

- Bnd  
- portable contracts 
- aQute remote agent 
- …



One man's Dream  
...  

is another man's Nightmare



Thank you!
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